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CUSD 200 Spanish Language Arts Student Goals

English Language Proficiency: By 5th grade, emergent bilingual learners will be 
at or above grade level across all language domains, according to WIDA ACCESS 
testing. They will also show adequate growth yearly towards grade level reading 
and math expectations.

Spanish Bilingual Proficiency: By 5th grade, emergent bilingual learners will be 
considered novice-mid to novice-high according to the ACTFL World Language 
Standards.

Cultural Advocacy: Emergent bilingual learners will appreciate and value 
bilingualism, celebrate their linguistic and cultural identities, and develop skills to 
share their cultural and linguistic expertise with others.
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Possible Spanish Language Arts 
Programming Models

All Models Meet ISBE Guidance for Bilingual Programming 



Exploratory Committee Purpose and Goals
PURPOSE

Work with a group of stakeholders to 
evaluate the future of Spanish Bilingual 
programming by evaluating three 
programming models.  

● Dual Language
● Foreign Language Elementary 

School
● Enhanced TBE

GOALS

1. Research each programming model and 
analyze the benefits and challenges

2. Analyze enrollment and staffing for each 
programming model

3. Analyze financial considerations for each 
programming model

4. Provide input for the Educational Services 
Department to prepare a recommendation 
for the Board of Education on the future of 
Bilingual Spanish Programming in CUSD 
200



October 17 Dual Language

November 14

December 11 Foreign Language Elementary School
(FLES)

January 22

March 4 Enhanced TBE and Final Analysis of all Options



Dual Language Exploration



One-Way Immersion
Students of Spanish speaking 

backgrounds are placed in classrooms 
where they receive instruction in Spanish 

and English. 

Two-Way Immersion
Two- way dual includes about 50% of 
native English-speaking students and  

about 50% of Spanish speaking 
background students in a classroom.  The 
commitment is for students to stay in the 

program throughout K-5.   

he goals of both program models are to develop bilingualism/biliteracy, academic 
achievement, and cross-cultural competencies for all students.

*Both models meet ISBE guidance for bilingual programming. 



Exploratory Committee Questions for 
Dual Language Programming

● What are the benefits of Dual Language programming? 
● Which elementary buildings have enrollment numbers to support Dual 

Language programming? 
● Does mobility make Dual Language programming a challenge?
● What are the staffing considerations needed for Dual Language 

programming?
● What are the start-up considerations for Dual Language? 
● What would be the process for enrollment for Dual Language?



* = Kindergarten enrollment that could support Dual Language 

*Pleasant Hill - 102 Kindergarten Students
10  EL Spanish Bilingual 
81 Non-EL
11 EL Multilingual

Washington - 66 Kindergarten Students
7  EL Spanish Bilingual  
57 Non-EL 
2 EL Multilingual

Sandburg - 70 Kindergarten Students
6  EL Spanish Bilingual
60 Non-EL
4 EL Multilingual

Hawthorne -48 Kindergarten Students
3 EL Spanish Bilingual
34 Non-EL
11 EL Multilingual

Bower - 79 Kindergarten Students
6 EL Spanish Bilingual
60 Non-EL 
13 EL Multilingual

*Johnson - 90 Kindergarten Students
32 EL Spanish Bilingual 
55 Non-EL
3 EL Multilingual



● Two-way immersion with two classrooms per grade level to accommodate the number of Spanish 
bilingual students

● Every child would have two classroom teachers splitting the day

Year Grade Level Staffing

1 Kindergarten No staffing change necessary due to current Spanish bilingual classroom teacher

2 1st No staffing change necessary due to current Spanish bilingual classroom teacher

3 2nd No staffing change necessary due to current Spanish bilingual classroom teacher

4 3rd No staffing change necessary due to current Spanish bilingual classroom teacher

5 4th Staffing change--bilingual Spanish specialist would need to switch roles with a 
classroom teacher with EL certification

6 5th Staffing change--bilingual Spanish specialist would need to switch roles with a 
classroom teacher with EL certification



Two-way immersion program with one classroom per grade level

Year Grade Level Staffing

1 Kindergarten No staffing change necessary due to current Spanish bilingual classroom teacher

2 1st Staffing change--bilingual Spanish specialist would need to switch roles with a 
classroom teacher with EL certification

3 2nd Staffing change--bilingual Spanish specialist would need to switch roles with a 
classroom teacher with EL certification

4 3rd Staffing change--one classroom teacher would need to be replaced with a Spanish 
bilingual teacher

5 4th Staffing change--one classroom teacher would need to be replaced with a Spanish 
bilingual teacher

6 5th Staffing change--one classroom teacher would need to be replaced with a Spanish 
bilingual teacher



If just two buildings were running a dual language program, multiple other 
programming models would be required across the district.

Example:  
- FLES and/or Enhanced TBE at Washington, Bower, Sandburg, and 

Hawthorne
- EL programming at other buildings

Bilingual teachers expressed concerns about teaching all content areas in 
Spanish.

There would be additional costs for curriculum and professional 
development.



FLES Exploration



Elementary Foreign Language Programming
FLEX

(Foreign Language Exploratory) Also 
known as the exploratory model; 
provides general exposure to 
language and culture with the goal of 
developing an interest in foreign 
language for future study.

FLES

(Foreign Language Elementary School) 
Also known as the sequential model; 
target language is taught 3-5 times a 
week as a separate subject; goals are 
acquisition of listening, speaking, 
reading, and writing skills (biliteracy) 
and understanding and appreciation of 
cultures

*Meets ISBE Guidance for Bilingual Programming 



1. What are the benefits of FLES programming?
2. Which elementary buildings would we consider for a FLES program?
3. Which grade levels would run a FLES program?
4. What are the staffing considerations for FLES?
5. What are scheduling options for FLES?

Exploratory Committee Questions for 
FLES



FLES programming 
considerations

At a Novice-Mid level, the student 
can engage in simple 
conversations, can speak and 
write short sentences, and can 
read and understand a brief text, 
among other skills.



FLES Programming Considerations
Participants Students in grades 1-5

Must serve:  Spanish bilingual students + classmates (Clustered Classrooms)
Optional consideration: Native English speakers (Nonclustered Classrooms)

Clustered 
Classrooms Means

Spanish Bilingual students would be grouped together in one classroom per grade 
level (Johnson would need two classrooms per grade level)

Approximately 50% of the class would be non-EL peers

Bilingual Buildings Johnson, Pleasant Hill, Sandburg, Washington, Bower, Hawthorne 

Time Allotment and 
Content Focus

Social Studies/Science - 90-100 Minutes per week in Spanish (scheduling dependent)

Curriculum and 
Instruction

Cross-curricular language instruction using the Illinois Science Standards, Social 
Sciences Standards, ACTFL World Language Standards, and Social Emotional 
Learning Standards. Materials and professional development would be necessary.



What is content-based FLES?
● Subject content from regular school curriculum taught in Spanish (target 

language)
● Content learning integrated with language development to create meaningful 

context
● Opportunities to experience inquiry and negotiate meaning
● Students in content-based FLES programs generally attain a higher level of 

proficiency than their counterparts in regular FLES programs (CAL, 2016)

Spanish 
Language 
Development
(listening, speaking, 
reading, writing)

Content 
Learning
(Science, Social 
Studies)

Inquiry 
Opportunities 
(allows for students 
to negotiate 
meaning in both 
languages)

Bridging 
(transfer content 
from one language 
to the other)



School Current Number of 
Bilingual Teachers

Number of Additional 
Bilingual Teachers Needed 

for Clustered FLES 
Classrooms

Number of Additional 
Bilingual Teachers 

Needed for all Students 
to Participate in FLES

Johnson 6 0 0.83

Pleasant Hill 2.5 0.25 1.25

Washington 2 0.20 0.97

Hawthorne 0.8 0.30 0.62

Bower 2 0.20 0.90

Sandburg 1 0.30 1.04

Approximate
Total 

14.3 1.25 5.61

5 Year Projection of Staff Analysis for Bilingual Sites 



In Summary
ISBE requires Spanish Language Arts programming for bilingual Spanish students

An exploratory committee is researching three models--Dual Language, Content-based FLES 
and Enhanced TBE

Dual Language is a model that is only feasible at Johnson and Pleasant Hill  

Due to the number of Spanish bilingual students at each grade level at Johnson, there would be 
few additional slots for students from other buildings to participate in a Dual Language program

Students in a Dual Language program at Johnson would have two classroom teachers

Dual Language at Pleasant Hill would require many staffing changes to increase the number of 
bilingual Spanish classroom teachers

FLES programming could be organized for clustered classrooms or all students at bilingual sites 
for additional staffing costs



Next Steps

March 4 committee meeting to explore Enhanced TBE and analyze benefits and 
challenges of all three models

Begin in-depth discussions with the Johnson administration, staff, and community 
members on programming models 

Solicit additional input from the Bilingual Advisory Committee (BPAC)

Secured services of a Spanish Bilingual consultant to support with program design

Capturing student input from middle school Spanish bilingual students


